
2.  Select aspects of dancing that your students can ACTUALLY improve
on, rather than impossible goals.  Here is a list of technique points that 
most classes can really improve on---doing a little bit each class.

• Handing:

•Shoulder height grips, with elbows down
•Not pulling DOWN on turns, rights and lefts or chains
•Giving weight on turns

•Palms up in the middle when in lines of three *



More Points on Handing

•Making eye contact as you give hands
• Letting go of hand grips soon enough so the dance flows
• Leading with extended chest-height arms
•Not taking hands until the phrase begins  

*



…more achievable technique points

Deportment/Posture:
•Standing tall and upright, even when standing out at the ends
•Not leaning sideways on turns
•Keeping eyes ahead rather than downward on reels and solo tracks

Phrasing:
•Being ready to start formations, especially reels, on Bar 1
•Pacing each formation to fit the music.
•Anticipating what comes next, so dancers are in place and “settled” as the next 

movement starts—for example, finishing a dance on own sides

*



…still more achievable technique points

Teamwork:
•Stepping up and down with the music as opposed to just “moving out of 

the way whenever”
•Being ready to start reels, chains and other formations
•Helping older or injured or less capable dancers 
•Covering (so many dancers are oblivious)

Bow and Curtsey:
•Teach and practice these so they are truly social

*3



Etiquette:
•Several times a season, I teach how to ask a partner 

and how to be asked. It’s amazing how quickly people 
forget and get overly casual.

•Remind the class often to thank partners and their 
set, after each dance.

….......and more achievable technique points



Specific Improvements to Formations 

• Rights and Lefts:
•Keep it square
•Don’t pull the hands down and be sure to let go in time
•Use two steps for the polite turn, rather than step and pivot

• Quick time Poussette:
•Don’t bounce the hands/arms up and down
•Use two steps to retire

• Allemandes:
•Don’t dance up into the next set and bars 2 & 3
• All face down on Bar 4
•Keep arm positions comfortable for the women by not pulling back the right hand



Easy Technique Points for Formations 

• Grand Chain:
•the 1-1-2 phrasing
•making eye contact with each passing dancer
•polite turn at the end

• Reels of Three and Four:
•Anticipating which way to go (teach them the rules of thumb)
•When to include/omit the loops at the end
•Phrasing so as not to be late or finish early
•Covering

* 



A formation that ALWAYS needs work………..L

•Double Triangles
•Bringing the hands up on 1 and 5, and down at the end of 2 

and 6
• Fully extending the arms
• Supporting couples move in--- to keep Cpl. 1 back-to-back, 

and then move back
•Not bouncing the arms up and down while setting


